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Colleagues, comrades, and friends:
It is a great pleasure to be here at this conference and to have
been asked to give this opening plenary talk. I want to give
thanks to Professor Ronald Stephens and his staff for being such
gracious hosts and for that generous introduction.

I love having the opportunity to share my views on the subject of
our conference as it has been driving my scholarship and
activism for the last couple of decades. In addition it gives me an
opportunity to learn from young scholars emerging in this new
intellectual environment of Black Studies and digital humanities.
Our conference theme is an exciting one: “Exploring the
Humanity in the Digital Humanities: Africana/Black Studies
Perspectives on the Digital Humanities.” As we live in the
whirlwind of racist oppression there is no more important task
than to find a way to affirm our very humanity, that which
racism most viciously attacks. We constantly realize the wisdom
of what that great African revolutionary Amilcar Cabral
instructed us to do, to always “return to the source.” The
people, our people, create the ontological and epistemological
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basis for who we are and what we can know about ourselves.
So, I like our theme very much.

The opening part of this talk will set a framework for our
thinking, arguing that a historical perspective is foundational and
necessary at all times. This is especially true at times like now
when we are experiencing such a crisis. I call the framework we
need the Sankofa Principle, and with it we can link the drum,
foundational technology to Black culture, with the emerging
transformational power of digital technology.
Given this I will share with you a summary of the results of our
20 years of work building a body of knowledge we call eBlack
Studies, how information technology can be used to rethink and
rebuild how we do Black Studies. As those of us here know,
rethinking the implication of digital technology is a necessary
task as we face this revolutionary transformation of all of
society, and most certainly the institutions of higher education.
We have to recognize the need to change. We also have to
understand that the more things change, the more they remain
the same in some respects. This is a dialectical approach to
change, it’s at the heart of how we understand history, always
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combining the new and the old, what we have known with what
we are just beginning to know. And third, we have to agree to
use both science and art, reason and emotion, both sides of our
brains to be truly and fully human.
This is not some kind of neutral undertaking. Black people
remain very much exploited and oppressed. So Black Studies
must always remain true to its origins, link itself back to the
struggle of Black people to be free, to the struggle for this
society to move beyond its history of negation to a historical
stage of affirmation. So eBlack is part of a new stage of
scholarship and it is also a new arm of the Black liberation
movement.

Black Studies has gone through three historical stages of
development: Black Studies as social movement, as academic
profession, and as knowledge network. These are not absolutely
sequential stages, but rather overlapping modalities of how we
operate, how we do what we do. Every organizational
manifestation of the Black liberation movement has always had
an educational component. These educational activities have
been based in community institutions like churches and libraries.
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The best 20th century example of this is the Black History Month
activity established by Carter G Woodson in 1926. There was
also the Garvey UNIA, the work of Noble Drew Ali and his
Moorish Science Temple, the Mississippi Summer Project
Freedom Schools in the 1960s, and the many manifestations of
the left, from the Communist Party to the Black Panther Party to
various forms of a Peoples College.
When Black Studies was vaulted into mainstream educational
institutions by the radicalized Black student movement in the
1960’s, a new academic profession was born. So for the last 50
years we have now had at least three generations of Black
intellectuals socialized into the academic mainstream in its
various manifestations from community colleges to PhD level
institutions including the most elite private schools.
And now we are once again being transformed by our new
digital tools and the opportunities that are opening up to us. As
an academic profession we left our community to face the
internal review process for hiring, for peer review publishing, for
promotion to tenure, in exchange for the professional perks of
job security, a solid middle class salary, international travel, and
status. But now information technology is providing a way for us
to reconnect with the community. Digital tools provide an easy
way to cross over what often seems like a feudal moat that
separates the campus from the community. We are only a click
away if we are willing to drop the virtual drawbridge down and
follow the path of open source and the creative commons
uniting us with the Free Culture movement. In fact, this make
the tasks begun by Du Bois and others easier in many ways.
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But as we do this we are reminded of the terror that our
community faces. Nothing should ever make us forget that we
are part of a community under attack. These men and women
being killed are part of our family. They are our humanity that
must be respected and protected. We do not yet know all the
names, but for most of us there is a current name in our very
own town or county that each of us knows very well.
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We are part of this moment when Black people’s struggle is
being born again as a new generation of activists is emerging in
the community and on campus. If Black Lives Matter this should
no-where be more important than in Black Studies. Indeed, our
conference theme is saying in different words that Black lives
matter!

But with our focus on the digital we have to be concerned with
the glaring inequality of the digital divide. We are not behind in
cell phone use, but in other areas we are far behind any form of
equity in the effective use of digital tools.
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Let us also remember that Black Studies is not exactly a safe
space. Neoliberalism brings the market framework to all of our
institutions. For us this means our students have become
customers while we serve as salespersons of institutionalized
knowledge. Corporatized knowledge is force fed into our
consciousness via mass media and the ever present digital
monopolies of Google, Microsoft, Apple, and so on. None of us
should feel so secure that we think we are playing the game
because in fact at the same time the game is playing us.
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So in the end we will have to raise the level of our game and
understand that the struggle must be waged in cyberspace as
that is the new arena in which we are being attacked and
marginalized. It is also the arena in which we have new
possibility for various forms of Black unity, so once again it is the
worst of times and the best of times as well.

And all of this is why we need the Sankofa Principle. Sankofa is a
word in the Twi language of people who live in Ghana. Its literal
meaning is “go back and fetch it,” referring to knowledge that
one needs. Each elder is a manifestation of this Sankofa principle
as people value their memory as a vital source of knowledge and
wisdom.
African American intellectual history in all disciplines utilizes this
principle, especially the writing of autobiographies. The history
of our people and of each of us has been at the center of the
intellectual production of each successive generation. There is
no more important principle in Black intellectual history than the
Sankofa Principle.
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Of course when we do this we are free to accept the fact that
knowledge comes in many forms – from oral history, to written
texts, and now to digital media. The information we seek and
need has to be validated in its many forms without privileging
one and disregarding or devaluing the rest. This too is about the
humanity of our people, and their history. All these forms of
knowledge are simultaneously operational today and can be
represented in a digital media form.
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For a moment let us consider a historical polarity when
comparing the drum in traditional society with digital tools
today. There are similarities and differences. Both are code
generating machines made by human beings in many diverse
forms, large and small, different colors for style, usually
operated by human hands, and both being the basis for literacy
in communicating and performing cultural activities. This suggest
there are sustainable features of human culture and that the
past links to our present.
But here are important differences. We made our drums from
natural materials wood and animal skins. We embraced an
organic relationship to nature out of necessity, and out of
sustainable cultural practices. Digital tools are built on industrial
production augmented by major advances in the use of
electricity, the mining of metals from Africa (like coltan from the
Congo, necessary for cell phone production), and the
exploitation of labor in China (like the 1.4 million workers at
Foxconn that manufactures all the Apple products). Drums were
specific to a cultural context in form and the content of its sound
– to hear a drum was to hear a specific people’s cultural
production. Computers represent a new standardization of
global culture, as we basically see the same machines used all
over the world. The drum was local and now the digital is global.
And most important of all for culture and knowledge the drum
was heard when played and had to be played over and over
again, whereas the digital is both instantaneous in ways that far
exceeds what the traditional drum could do, and at the same
time has the simultaneous capacity to be archived and stored in
some kind of memory facility for replication when called upon.
Now of course we know that the shelf life of each storage facility
is up for question and is not likely to match what paper has
accomplished, but it is a work in progress.
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Of course technological change has been constant over the
years, including both written text and the capturing of voice and
visual action. At each stage our people have had to change and
adapt to new conditions. Sometimes Black people, in the
community and on the campus, have had access and control of
aspects of the technology, but in many instances these
technologies have been in others hands and have been used at
times against Black people in a negative way though sometimes
positive. So both the humanity of Black people and our negation
persists in the archives of these technologies. Nothing
demonstrates this more than the reruns of old movies on TV
that reminds us of all of the negatives and sometimes of some
positives.
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So the Sankofa Principle is a fundamental feature of how we
think to live, to affirm our humanity. We do this not only to
honor our elders and ancestors, but because this is the wealth
that our young need to survive and prosper. In the very early
years Black children are part of the promise of humanity that all
children represent. But they are subject to all the biological and
psychological warfare being waged against Black people through
factory food and the drug industries, legal and illegal. And they
are taught to be inferior by a system that conspires to negate
our humanity. This sets the agenda we must address in our
scholarship and activism in this information-revolutionary period
we are living in.
This has been a driving force in my thinking that has led to
eBlack Studies.
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Technology is wedded to ideology. This means that when
something is developed it has been designed by people who are
imposing their orientation on the world through invention. Just
one example is when computer terminology is created. Let me
quote from Wikipedia on the terms master and slave:
Master/slave is a model of communication where one
device or process has unidirectional control over one or
more other devices. In some systems a master is selected
from a group of eligible devices, with the other devices
acting in the role of slaves.
In other words, “The master/slave configuration is
basically used for load sharing purposes when two
identical motors connected to two different drives are
coupled to a common load.” One drive is defined as the
master and is configured for running in the speed-control
mode whereas the other defined as slave is configured
for running in torque-control mode.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Master/slave_(technology)
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So we have to enter the digital game with our own set of
assumptions that can serve as our orientation without falling
prey to this kind of historical reference that functions to negate
us. In fact our values reflect the universal possibility of the digital
age, just the way that the Freedom movement has always
proclaimed the maximum possibility of democracy in this
country. Using the Sankofa Principle on our Freedom movement
I am proposing we consider three fundamental values.
1. Cyberdemocracy: this is a necessary mandate to link with
our entire community. As academics we live and work in
resource rich institutions and must always find ways to
share with those in our community most in need of
digital tools and the skills to use them
2. Collective intelligence: contrary to racist thinking we
know that all Black people think and have a rational
capacity to develop ideas about how they view
themselves and the society. Our digital tools make it
possible to consider and include every voice in our
analysis, opening up our data collection and research
strategies to affirm this.
3. Information freedom: Privatization and commodification
of all culture and information is the main thesis of neoliberalism and we must oppose this at every
manifestation and fight for culture and information to be
free for all to share.
These three values are universal for eBlack Studies scholars.
Now we turn to method.
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We have designed what we call the D7 method for eBlack
Studies. This is a revision of what is generally called the scientific
method, but we have added D3 Digitization and D7 Difference.
Of course some data is born digital and then D2 and D3 are one
and the same. Let’s walk through this model of eBlack Studies
research method.

The task here is to identify a problem to address. Within that,
what specific research question will the research seek to
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answer? The Sankofa Principle requires us to first investigate this
research question with an intensive review of the literature.
Here the Black librarian is an invaluable collaborator. There is a
century of research to rely on.

This century-plus of research on African America is available
through the decades if you consult the bibliographical mapping
of Black intellectual history. There have always been scholars
who provided comprehensive bibliographical tracking of Black
intellectual production. The pre-eminent scholars in this regard
include Monroe Work, Arturo Schomburg, Dorothy Porter and
Jean Hudson among others.
In this record I want to particularly reference the 1946 book by
Harry Greene, “Holders of Doctorates Among American
Negroes.” This is an inclusive detailed directory of all PhD and
MA holders to that date with data on their work.
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Our own work in this regard was producing a quarterly
comprehensive listings of books and articles from 1983 to 1992
in a publication we called Afro-Scholar. This is now online and
can be easily accessed.
The main point here is to place our research in the historical
process of the generational production of knowledge, never
failing to consult our history because important information is
always there. Each field of scholarship has a history, and each
major research question has a history that usually has been
taken up by several disciplines.
All research either confirms what is known, challenges and
replaces what has been known, or adds something entirely new.
These are the only three results from all scholarship but one
can’t know which unless the historical review of the literature
has been done. D1, Definition, is about formulating a research
question, something you want your research to answer.
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D2, Data collection, creates the basis for answering a research
question. It is important in all cases that we think of our
population of people as not only objects for our analysis but also
as thinking subjects who can always contribute to the design and
implementation of research as well as in the analysis.
Now some data is born digital and this requires its own
methodology. For instance, we used born-digital data to make
the first comprehensive survey of Black Studies academic units.
Our first attempt was in the 1990s and at that time many units
did not have a web presence, but today it is a norm, and it has
the value of being self-reported data. In 2013 we found that 76%
of 1,777 US colleges and universities had been impacted by
Black Studies: 20% having established formal units and 56%
having changed the curriculum of their existing units. Since our
survey the annual obituary notices of Black Studies in the New
York Times and the Chronicle of Higher Education have stopped,
but of course not the attacks.
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This is the new feature of eBlack Studies research, moving our
data and analysis into digital form. One of the main features is
that we can embrace research as a collective activity bridging
time and space. For us as individuals this means that our
research is with us whenever we have our laptop at hand. Those
who use larger datasets will need network connectivity to that
data. But more than this, we have the possibility of developing
what might be called a Black Studies Collaboratory, a “center
without walls, in which the nation’s researchers can perform
their research without regard to physical location, interacting
with colleagues, accessing instrumentation, sharing data and
computational resources, [and] accessing information in digital
libraries” (Wulf, 1989).
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Digitization takes three forms:
1. Digitization of discourse (virtual community of scholars
and activists)
2. Digitization of scholarship (secondary data)
3. Digitization of experience (primary data)

In terms of discourse there are at least two main ways this has
been done:
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1. Aggregating voices that are already online, creating a
virtual community
2. Building an intentional community based on shared
interests
An additional aspect of this is developing discourse communities
of scholars that I will address shortly with a discussion of the
listserv H-Afro-Am.

The digitization of scholarship is taking new forms and provides
new functionality. This connects with data collection in that we
have the need for comprehensive data sets that are inclusive of
relevant information on each major topic being studied.
Examples of this include a data set that attempts to document
every slave ship of the transatlantic trade, a data set for every
African American novel, and the many sites digitizing key works
from the Project Gutenberg ebooks to the Gilder Lehrman
Center’s online document collection on slavery at Yale.
A major advance in this has been the dSpace software
developed at MIT in 2002. This is an open source tool for
archiving scholarship. This has been adopted at many
institutions: Deep Blue at the University of Michigan, IDEALS at
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the University of Illinois, and PURR at Purdue (Purdue University
Research Repository). This was subsequently proposed as
national policy by the National Science Foundation in its report
Long-Lived Digital Data Collections: Enabling Research and
Education in the 21st Century. They emphasized that there was a
“growing realization that intermediate data may be of use to
other researchers” (2005, p. 20). So this kind of archiving has
become essential.
The crisis facing Black Studies is that the neoliberal paradigm of
commodifying research has become so pervasive that little Black
Studies scholarship has been posted in these free access
archives. Most HBCU’s do not use dSpace and therefore are
being erased in cyberspace archives. In fact this goes even
further in that institutional archives are also ignored by Black
Studies scholars and departments in all too many cases.

One of the developments that fits into this point concerns the
development of collective works projects. This includes
Frederick Douglass, Booker T. Washington, Marcus Garvey, and
Martin Luther King. These are hard copy commodity products in
the main, although the University of Illinois did make the Booker
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T Washington volumes free available online for some time but
not anymore. Here is what we have done to begin making the
material by and about Malcolm X available to the public without
any barriers of institutional affiliation or cost. The Shabazz family
owns his works, but in a much greater historical sense they
belong to all of us. My suggestions for years has been a political
solution to this issue of financial interest in personal archives of
great public importance. In matters of intellectual property we
need a policy like eminent domain for real estate whereby the
government can take property in the public interest and
adequately compensate the owner. Otherwise in a fundamental
sense we are commodifying our history and that is not a good
solution.

The most exciting aspect of digitization is on experience,
especially the digitization of everyday life, in the now and at any
other historical time frame. We have made this part of how we
have redefined our classroom pedagogy. We turn the classroom
from a site of intellectual consumption via our syllabi, reading
lists, and lectures, into a site of intellectual production in the
digital age. The main tool we emphasize is the smart cellphone
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that can handle text, audio, video, and photographs. We have
worked with our students to build websites that target all of the
churches, or all of the hair care institutions in the local
community. Another way we have done this is to collect all of
the Black community based websites into a directory such as we
did for the state of Illinois outside of the city of Chicago.
We found that the archives were full of material not within easy
reach of the community or scholars for that matter. There is a
great deal of campus research on the local community that has
never been shared with the community. Meanwhile the
community has been uploading its material regarding family,
church, neighborhood and many other aspects of social life into
social media. We built a website, a digital library really, called
eBlack CU (Champaign Urbana) that contains 10 days of
video/audio, 50,000 pages of text, 1,000 photographs, and
boasts 58,000 users so far. In the process we found a woman
who had uploaded 9,000 community photos to Facebook in one
year. Graduate student Noah Lenstra who staffed this project is
now on the faculty of the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro.
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Discovery is how one answers the key research question. The
test is best argued back into the context of the review of the
literature utilized when defining the research question.
Remember there are three forms that the findings of a research
project takes: to confirm what is known from previous research,
to contest what has been recorded in the research literature or
to combine aspects in new ways, or to address a new question
that has not been investigated. In the digital humanities we have
great opportunities to raise new research questions, but only
when this has been validated by an exhaustive review of the
literature. This validates that our work is special, now, makes a
contribution. There is nothing special about our work unless we
can prove it.

But findings don’t speak for themselves. They have to be
presented in a comprehensible form to whomever is the target
audience. And audience matters. For eBlack Studies this includes
Black Studies scholars, the Black community and the broader
global network of scholars in the digital humanities. The digital
includes video, audio, and graphics of all kinds, so we have a
great opportunity to be creative in maximizing who we can
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speak to, both out of our desire for academic excellence as well
the historical necessity of social responsibility.
In fact in a conference in 1977 it was my good fortune to invent
the slogan that became the mission statement of the National
Council for Black Studies: “Academic Excellence and Social
Responsibility” some 40 years ago.

Each design for each audience then needs to have effort behind
it to make contact with the audience. For scholars this means
having the energy to make multiple submissions based on
listening to reviewers, but having thick skin to avoid being
discouraged. The best way to do this is have as your first
audience some colleagues close to you who support you and
who you trust, who will read and critique your work. We can’t
afford to work solo in isolation. This also means presenting
works in progress to conference sessions, again not only getting
suggestions for revision but also making contacts with possible
venues for publication.
The main target for scholarly articles is a journal. For the Black
community we have the mass media – radio, TV via cable
channels, and the Internet, especially Facebook and sharing
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within networks. Here language is key, as we must accept the
challenge of speaking in plain language – remember what
people said when Malcolm X spoke: “Make it plain brother,
make it plain.”

And finally, we have to include change in our framework to
make sure we don’t get caught in the self-serving process of
seeking approval from academic gatekeepers and ignoring the
change we need on so many levels. Research is about finding out
what is real and true and as we do this over time we change
ourselves, and then we stand on this knowledge that we know
very well. In sharing this with our colleagues we seek to change
research in general as well. But also research on Black people
always has some kind of policy implications for the US and
indeed other parts of the world. This is our responsibility –
remember academic excellence and social responsibility.
But a word of caution, don’t expect one research paper to
change the world. It is our task to design research programs, a
process involving many specific research projects, amassing
large quantities of data and critiques of alternative explanations
before we can make a serious impact and make a difference.
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So in review we have presented our conception of a research
method for eBlack Studies, a digital humanities model for the
transformation of Black Studies.
D1 Definition
D2 Data collection
D3 Digitization
D4 Discovery
D5 Design
D6 Dissemination
D7 Difference
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As mentioned earlier I want to discuss the digitization of
discourse not as a research method but as a way to create a
discourse community in the field of Black Studies. I edited the
listserv H-Afro-Am from 1998 to 2014, 17 years of building a
community to share a conversation every weekday. Sometimes
there was a conversation thread that several joined in. Other
email posts were just a statement to the list.
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Over the 17 years there were more than 21,000 messages
covering more than 12,000 topics.

Readers were diverse and writers were diverse too. Close to one
in five of the topics (18%) generated two or more messages, that
is, a thread, a conversation. Two percent of all topics had 10 or
more messages. The longest thread was 69 messages on the
topic of “passing.”
H-Afro-Am demonstrated that Black Studies was an area
deserving of a digitally based discourse community, something
that could operate on a global level. National conferences that
enable face to face meetings once a year are important,
including such conferences as we are in right now, but this
listserv was an everyday service to more people than attend any
Black Studies conference face-to-face.
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H-Afro-Am was and is part of H-Net, a service organization based
at Michigan State University that offers virtual communities for
academic fields of study based on the work of volunteer
academics. From the start in 1992 until 2014 it was based on the
simple and yet effective use of email. They then made the
mistake of fixing what wasn’t broke, hiring consultants to switch
them from listservs to a Drupal content management system
website, and then H-Net “discussions” as they call them really
declined in importance. You see the steady growth here until
messages crashed and have not recovered. The new technology
was too complicated for almost everyone to post messages. A
big lesson is we have to safeguard our platforms. In Sankofa
terms, freedom of the press is for those who own the presses.
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Of course the final step in the digital humanities as in all genres
of research are the memory institutions. Memory institutions
are where we store our information for later retrieval. My strong
advice for all scholars is to combine the storage of hard copy as
well as digital formatting. The venerable institutions like the
Library of Congress, The Moorland Spingarn Archive at Howard
University and the Schomburg Center in New York City are some
of the institutions that have been and will continue to store hard
copy. But we have to pay attention to what has been mentioned
as the dSpace software option on a campus as well as the more
inclusive Internet Archive founded by Brewster Kahle in 1996
that now contains 20 petabytes of data, 370 million websites
and 273 billion pages.
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Our work in this regard we called BRAIN: Black Research Archive
on the Internet. We just wanted to demonstrate how such a
virtual institution could be developed as part of eBlack Studies. It
is critical that we activate the memory institutions so that our
work is preserved for generations to come. We are indeed
ancient to their future.

We have argued that there is a necessary relationship between
eBlack Studies and the Black liberation movement. But more
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specifically, we will now theorize this point and relate it to our
research program. The connection between Black Studies and
the community can be redefined by using an approach to social
phenomena called social informatics. Our research program is in
a subarea of this new field that is called community informatics,
how the community is facing the digital age.. We are especially
concerned with the historical, spatial, organic communities that
have defined the history of human society up to the present
time: the neighborhoods we all grew up in.

We know our community faces a relative digital divide, not in
the use of cellphones and texting, but in the full use of
computers. So our first concern is how to intervene at this
historical moment to deal with this fundamental issue of social
inequality in the information society. We are focused on social
solutions like public libraries and computer labs in churches and
community centers. Kate Williams has theorized that what she
calls the “informatics moment” is the critical instance of social
interaction when we help each other get over the digital divide.
It is this interaction that is redefining the library and
reestablishing human connections in the information society.
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Noah Lenstra expanded this concept in his dissertation to what
he calls the informatics lifecycle.

Our general model for our research program involves
cyberpower as our major dependent variable, seeking to explain
how Black people get Black power to impact and change their
lives using digital tools in the information society. We recruit the
community as colleagues in the research we call community
informatics.
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An example of the impact of cyberpower in Black Studies is the
model we developed during our tenure as founding head of the
Black Studies program at the University of Toledo in the 1990’s.
In each of five major areas we transformed our procedures to
embrace digital technology. This included recruiting teachers
from the African Diaspora to teach our students via distance
learning digital technology. Even after I left the University of
Toledo, colleagues there extended this to faculty based in
Zimbabwe and South Africa as well.

One final warning is that the information society is not heaven
on earth. We live a bit of hell. All of the major digital companies
that provide the virtual environments in which we volunteer to
share our information cooperate directly with the surveillance
agencies of the state. There is no such thing as privacy anymore.
This is not a time to be naïve about the kind of society we live in.
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This is another instance when we need the Sankofa Principle.
After all, we have endured slavery and slave like conditions that
match and exceed what people mean by fascism. We have our
history to learn from.
“We should reach back and gather the best of what our past has
to teach us so that we can achieve our full potential as we move
forward. Whatever we have lost, forgotten foregone, or been
stripped of, can be reclaimed, revived, preserved, and
perpetuated.”
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In conclusion I hope this talk has been food for thought, been an
example of work that helps you think about your work.
Knowledge is from the people and for the people. So it must be
with the digital, but don’t forget that books will still be
important.
Remember the values: Cyberdemocracy. Collective intelligence.
Information freedom.

Thank you for listening.
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